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ABSTRACT 
Using methods of the representation theory of finite-dimensional associative 
algebras, the paper presents an explicit classification of the pairs of real subspaces of a 
finite-dimensional complex vector space in terms of complex matrices. Thus, we 
classify the orbits of the direct product Gum, C) X Gum,, R) X GL(m,, W) acting on 
the set of pairs of m x m, complex matrices A,, t = 1,2, by 
(A,,A,)(QA pz) = (QA,P;~,QA,P;~). 
In addition, the general case of canonical forms of pairs of complex matrices is 
resolved. 
1. GOALS AND RESULTS 
Let A, and Ai be m X m, complex matrices, t = 1,2. The pairs (A,,A,) 
and (A’,, A’,) are said to be equivalent if there is an invertible complex 
m X m matrix Q and invertible real m, X m, matrices Pt (t = 1,2) such that 
QA, = A;P, for t-1,2. 
The problem of classification, i.e. of establishing canonical forms of these 
pairs, has been motivated by the study of the so-called “Staudt’s chains” of 
complex projective spaces [l]. Their description amounts to the classification 
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of finite-dimensional complex vector spaces W endowed with a real subspace 
U and a complex subspace V. Two such structures (W; U, V) and (W’; u’, V’) 
are equivalent if there is an invertible complex linear transformation f : W + 
w’ such that f(V) = U’ and f(V) = V’. The classification of these pairs can 
be formulated as follows. 
THEOREM (cf. [11X Given (W;U,V), there is a (complex) basis (w,.,~I 
lgrg7; lgs,gn, withn,~O)U(W;,Il~<SflnS} ofWmcF.thuttheset 
(w,, [l<r<5; l~s,,<n,}U{w;,ll~sdn,~U~w,,~~r=2,4; l<s,<n,l 
is a’ (real> basis of U and the set {w,,, I r = 3,4,6; 1 Q s, Q n,l U(W,,~ + 
w;,i I 1 Q s d n,} a (complex 1 basis of V. Moreouer, the numbers n,., 1~ r G 7, 
are uniquely determined. 
Observe that w = dim W, =n,+nz+n,+n,+2n,+n,+n,, u= 
dim Vn = ni +2n, + n3 +2n, +2n,, and u = dimVc = n3 + n4 + n5 + na. 
Thus the inclusions of U and V in W can be described by a pair of complex 
matrices (A’, B’) of size w X u and w X u, respectively; here, A’ repre- 
sents the (complex) adjoint of the (real) embedding of U in Wn 
[ = Horn&&, W,)]. In terms of equivalence of pairs of matrices, the above 
theorem describes canonical forms with respect to the equivalence defined as 
follows: (A, B) is equivalent to (A’, B’) if there is an invertible complex 
w x w matrix Q, an invertible real u X u matrix P, and an invertible 
complex u x u matrix Q’ such that 
QA = A’P and QB = B’Q’. 
Notice that, in addition to the indecomposable pairs of complex linear maps 
Iwo@\, (“‘l@@\(i,i) rw@a=\, 
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corresponding to the subspace problem as described in the above theorem, 
there are two indecomposable’ pairs 
Thus, given an (m x m,, m x m,) pair (A, B), there is a partition m = nl + 
ns+n,+n,+zn,+n,+n,, m,=n,+2n,+n,+2n,+2n,+n,, and 
m2 = n3 + n4 + It5 + n6 + ng such that (A, B) is equivalent to 
(M,N) = “0, 5 
where q denotes the n, X n, identity block, 
I 
r the 2n, ~2n, identity 
block, m the n, X2n, block of the form 
and q its transpose, while all entries outside the specified blocks are zero. 
In this manner, revisiting von Staudt’s ideas, the original classification 
problem may be interpreted in terms of the mutual position of two real 
subspaces of a complex projective space. Denoting by I,. the r X r identity 
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matrix, by J, the T X(r - 1) matrix of the form 
1 0 
i 1 
J,= 1 i *..I ‘., , 
1 
0 i 
by I,“> a E R, the r x r matrix of the form 
and by Jl’, a,b~R,the2r~2rmatrixoftheform 
C 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
c . . 
1;: = 0 0 -(u-i) ’ 
. 0 1 
b I 
0 0 
0 0 c 
our main result can be formulated as follows. 
THEOREM (Canonical form). Every pair (A 1, A,) of m X m, complex 
matrices A, (t = 1,2) is equivalent to a pair 
where O,,, O,,, O,,, O,,, O,,, and O,, are the zero blocks of size 
m’X(m, - m;), m’X(m, - mh), m’X mi, m’X mg, Cm - m’>X mi, and 
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cm- rn’) x ml,, respectively, and the pair (B,, B,) of complex matrices of size 
Cm - m’)X(m, - mi) and Cm - m’)X(m, - m!-J is a product of pairs of the 
following types : 
6) ((2r +l)X2r,(2r +l)X2r) pairs (r =1,2,...) 
.I 
1, j 
-_--_;_-_-__ 
0 _;;-“j_y-O_ 112r+1 ; 
j iI r 
l I : 
(ii) ((r+l)X(r+l),(r+l)Xr) pairs (r=O,l,...)(Z,+l,Jr+l); 
(iii) the corresponding “symmetric” ((r + 1)X r,(r + 1) X(r + 1)) pairs; 
(iv) ((Zr+l)X(2r+2),(2r+l)X(2ri-2)) pairs (r=O,l,...) 
(VI (rXr,rX(r+l)) pairs (r=1,2...)(I,,J,t;1); 
(vi) the corresponding “symmetric” (r X (r + 11, r X r) pairs; 
(vii> ((Zr+l)X2r,(2r+l)X(2r+2)) pairs (r-=0,1...) 
:I 1 2r ---------__ 0 . . . 0 
10 o\ 
I 01 2r I: : 
I. * II I, 3 IO 0 t__---- ‘0 1 ----------_-, 0 . . . 011 i 
(viii) the corresponding “symmetric” ((2r + 1) X (2 r + 21, (2 r + 1) X 2 r) 
pairs ; 
(ix) (2r X2r,2r X2r) pairs (r = 1,2,...) (Jzof,Z,,); 
(x1 (r X r, r X r) pairs (r = 1,2,, . . > 
I I l-2 1: _-----__--_ 0 . . . 0 1 1, 
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(xi> (r X r, r X t) pairs (r = 1,2,. . .I (I,, J,“) fbr a E R; 
(xii> (27-X2r,2rX2r) palm (r-=1,2,...) (Zzr,Ji,h) fi (a,b)E[WXIW, 
b > 0. 
All the nonnegutive integers m’, mi, and m;, us well as the above pairs of 
matrices which appear in a decomposition of a given pair, are determined (up 
to their order) uniquely; thus, in purticulur, all the above pairs are indecom- 
posable (i.e. not equivalent to a proper direct product of two pairs). 
REMARK. Observe that the pairs of type (xii) are, for (a, b) = (0, l), equal 
to the pairs “symmetric” to those of type (ix). Also, the pairs of type (xii) can 
be represented in the form 
(xii’> 
C’ ; y 
C’ ‘. 
I 2r’ 
0 0 
’ 0 1 
C’ 
where C’= 
These pairs degenerate for b = 0 to a pair equivalent either to the product of 
2r pairs (I,, J$ or to that of r pairs (I,, J$, in dependence on the choice of 
the canonical form (xii) or (xii?. 
As suggested by the referee, the reader may find useful a comparison of 
Kronecker’s classification of pairs of complex matrices with the classification 
theorem of the present paper. The classical result of L. Kronecker [12] 
concerns the pairs (A,, A,) of m X n complex matrices under the following 
equivalence: (A,, A,) _ (A;, AL) if and only if there are invertible complex 
matrices Q and P of size m X m and n X n, respectively, such that 
QA, = A;P, t = 1,2. 
The corresponding classification can be formulated as follows: 
Every pair (A,, A,) of m X n complex matrices is - -equivalent to a pair 
Ii 0, I 0, l Ii 0, I 0, _--__--_-_I--- -_--_-__-_I--- 4 I 0, B2 l II I 0, 
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where O,, 0,, and 0, are the m’X(n - n’), m’X n’, and Cm - m’)X n’ zero 
blocks, respectively, and the pair (B,, B,) of complex matrices of size 
(m - m’) X (n - n’) is a product of pairs of the following types: 
(1) r X(r +l) pairs (r = 1,2 ,...) 
I (1 0 1 ... 0 *. 1’ 0 1 0lx 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 I: 
(2) the corresponding (r + 1) X r transpose pairs (r = 1,2,. . . ); 
(3) r X r pairs (I,., Jar,(a)>, where Jor,(cr) denotes the r X r Jordan 
block corresponding to the eigenvalue (Y E @ (r = 1,2,. . . ); and 
(4) r X r pairs (Jar,(O), I,) (r = 1,2,. . . >. 
Both the nonnegative integers m’, n’, as well as the above pairs of 
matrices which appear in a decomposition of a given pair, are determined (up 
to their order) uniquely. 
It should be pointed out that a similar result holds for pairs of m X rz 
matrices over an arbitrary finite-dimensional division k-algebra A: The 
“discrete” types (1) and (2), as well as the “singular” types (41, remain the 
same, while the “homogeneous” pairs are indexed by the irreducible polyno- 
mials over A and their multiplicities in the respective blocks. 
Thus, in the case of the quatemions, the r X r pairs corresponding to 
those of (3) will be of the form (I,, Jor,(a + bi)) with a, b E R and b > 0. 
Our problem provides a solution to a special case of the following 
problem (P) dealing with sets of complex matrices indexed by the arrows of a 
finite directed graph (or “quiver”) with a specified subset of vertices: 
(P) Let G = (G,,G,, s, e) be a finite directed graph (possibly with loops 
and multiple arrows); here, G,, G, are finite sets, and s, e : G, + G, are 
maps; the elements of G, are called vertices, those of G, are called arrows; 
and given t E G,, the vertex s(t) is called the start vertex, and the vertex 
e(t) is called the end vertex of t. Also, let Gb be a fixed subset of G,. These 
are the data which are given; we may assume that G, = {1,2,. . . , q) and 
G, ={1,2,..., p). Now, let m,, . . . , 
p-tuples (A,, . . . , 
m4 be nonnegative integers, and consider 
A,) of complex matrices, with A, being an m,(,) x m,(,) 
matrix, for 1~ t Q p. Two such p-tuples (A,,.. .,A,) and (A;,. . .,A’$ are 
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said to be eyuioalent provided there are invertible complex rni X rrli matri- 
ces Xi with 1 < i < q, where Xi is a real matrix in case i E Gh, such that 
The problem is to find canonical forms of such p-tuples of matrices with 
respect to the stated equivalence relation, for any (m,, . , m,,) E Ni;;. 
In Section 4, we present a complete discussion and description of all 
solvable problems (P) with p = 2 and their canonical forms. 
2. METHODS 
Our original question is a particular case of the problem (P) of Section 1, 
which, in turn, is a very special instance of the theory of representations of 
valued graphs (or finite-dimensional associative algebras) as described in [6]. 
Thus, using the results and methods developed there and in [5] and [13], we 
may proceed as in [3], [i’], [S], [9], and [ 111, and describe explicitly the 
“indecomposable” systems of linear transformations in terms of matrices with 
respect to suitably chosen vector-space bases. Since the qualitative nature of 
these problems depends on the form of the underlying valued graph, we may 
also easily decide whether the problem of finding canonical forms of a given 
system of matrices is trivial (i.e., the corresponding algebra is of finite 
representation type: there are only a finite number of indecomposable 
systems), soltzble (the corresponding algebra is of tame representation type, 
and canonical forms exist), or wild and considered unsohable (the existence 
of explicit canonical forms would amount, in a certain sense, to a classifica- 
tion of all algebras). Indeed, while solvable problems involve only discrete 
and one-parameter families of canonical forms, an unsolvable problem of 
classification of a given system of matrices has the following characteristics: 
Given an arbitrary finite-dimensional algebra R, there is a system whose 
endomorphism ring is isomorphic to R (cf. [9]). 
Thus, in our original question, p = 2, C/ = 3, i(t) = t, j(t) = 3 (t = 1,2), 
and X,, X, are real, while X, is a complex matrix. The underlying graph, its 
modulation, and the corresponding (hereditary) algebra are 
1 (I,.3 
\ 
R &r 
\ R 0 c 
3, / (1,2) / G, and u&r. i 0 R  0 C, 1  2 R 
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respectively. The graph is Euclidean, and hence the algebra is of tame 
representation type; here, by a Euclidean graph we understand one of the 
sixteen types listed under (b) on p. 3 of [6]. In the case of Staudt’s chains, 
p = 2, 9 = 3, i(t) = t, j(t) = 3 (t = 1,2), and X, is real while X*,X, are 
complex. The corresponding data are as follows: 
R 0 @ 
I I 0 c @. 0 0 43 
The graph is Dynkin, and hence the algebra is of finite representation type; 
recall that a Dynkin graph is one of the nine types listed under (a) on p. 3 of 
161. 
On the other hand, the related problem for p = 2, 9 = 3, i(t) = t, j(t) = 3 
(t = 1,2), X, complex, and Xi, X, real illustrates the situation when there is 
no hope for canonical forms of the pairs of complex matrices. Indeed, here 
we deal with a complex space W, and two real spaces U,,V, together with 
complex linear maps 
As specified in (P), the equivalence reflects the commutativity of the diagram 
with an invertible complex linear transformation us and invertible real linear 
transformations pi and pa. Since Vn@nCc = Hom,(cC,,Vn), there is a 
bijection between the maps ((Y,,(Y~) and (h,,cz,l, where ‘~i:Un@nR@n *V, 
is the (real) adjoint of the (complex) map cu,. Consequently, this problem 
leads to the representations of the graph 
1 (2,2) 
\ 
R 
&la 
/ 
3 with the modulat\on 
\ 
/ 
R 
2 (2,l) c CT, 
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the corresponding algebra 
R! 0 c 
[ I 0 @ c 0 0 [w 
is of wild representation type. Observe that the last problem contains the 
classical problem of Kronecker pairs of (real) matrices, i.e. the case p = I, 
q = 2, i(l) = 1, j(l) = 2, and both X,, X, real. 
3. PROOFS 
Our proof of the theorem from Section I is, for the most part, a direct 
application of results and methods developed in [5], 161, and [7]. In view of 
the fact that every pair is (up to an ordering) a unique direct sum of 
indecomposable pairs, we concentrate on the description of these pairs. 
First, observe that the underlying graph of our problem is the Euclidean 
graph 8,: 
1 (1,2) 
\ 
/ 
3 
2 (I,21 
and thus the radical space of its quadratic form (rf - x:)+(x: - rf> is 
generated by the canonical vector n = (1, 1,l) [6]. 
All “discrete” indecomposable pairs of matrices (A,,A,) correspond to 
the preprojective, preinjective, and discrete regular indecomposable repre- 
sentations of the modulated graph 
Thus, discrete pairs are those corresponding to the positive roots of the 
underlying graph; we shall use this term throughout the text. Recall that the 
dimension types Cm,, m2, m) of the indecomposable preprojective and prein- 
jective representations which determine the sizes m x m, of the respective 
matrices At (t = 1,2) can be readily obtained by the successive applications 
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of the so-called Coxeter transformation (x1,x2,x)+(2x -x1,2x -x2,3x - 
x1 - x2) and its inverse from the projective and injective dimension types 
(O,O,l>,(l,O,l),(O,l,1) and (2,2,l),(O,l,0),(1,0,0). 
They can be displayed in two infinite components of the so-called 
Auslander-Reiten graph shown in Figure 1 (here, r > 0). 
________________--_ (r+l,f--r+l) ___________-------- (r+l,r+z,r+z) --- 
1 / / 1 1 
---- (Zr,2r,2r+l) ---------------- (2r+2,2r+2,2r+3) __-_____--------- 
\ / 1 A 
----_----------I--- (r,r+l,r+l) __--_-__----------- (r+2,r+l,r+2) --- 
and 
-_--_-----_-__-_-- (r+l,r+z,r+l) ____________________ (r++1,r,r) _____ 
/ 1 /l 
-- (21+4,21+4,23"+3) -------------- (2r+2,2r+2,2r+l) __-__-____------- 
l/ L/ 
--_______________- (r+2,r+l,r+y1) ___________-----____ (r,r+1,r) ----- 
FIG. 1. 
In this way, we get six infinite series of indecomposable pairs whose sizes 
are listed under (i)-(vi) of the theorem. Note that the indecomposable pairs 
corresponding to (O,O, 0, (l,O, 0), and (0, 1,O) appear as the blocks (Or,, Oar), 
(Or,, -), and (--, O,,) in the formulation of the theorem. In other words, in 
the decomposition of the pair (A 1, A,), there are m’ indecomposible pairs of 
dimension (O,O, 11, mi of dimension type (l,O,O), and rn; of dimension type 
(0, LO). 
The remaining discrete indecomposable pairs correspond to the discrete 
dimension types in the single nonhomogeneous (regular) component of the 
Auslander-Reiten graph shown in Figure 2 (r > 1, and the double lines 
indicate the identification). The sizes of the corresponding infinite series of 
indecomposable pairs are described in (vii) and (viii) of the theorem. 
This completes the list of all dimension types of discrete indecomposable 
pairs. Recall that the dimension types of all the other indecomposable 
(regular) representations are multiples of the generator n = (l,l, 1) of the 
quadratic form of the underlying graph 8,. This means that the correspond- 
ing pairs of matrices (A,, A,) have the property that both A, and A, are 
square matrices of the same size. The pairs corresponding to the two 
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LH AL/” Ai/ 
(Zr+2,2r,2r+l) --- (2r,Zr+2,2r+i) --- (2r+2,2r,Zr+l) 
\,/\,/I 
(Zr,2r,Zr) L/L ~ ~ q---->r, Zr, 2\------2r, 2ry 
(2r,2r-2,2r-1) -- (2r-2,2r,2r-1) --- 
y\, f\ 
(Zr,Zr-2,2r-1) 
R\ 
Frc:. 2. 
remaining series of nonhomogeneous regular representations are described 
in (ix) and (xii) for (a, b) = (0, 1). 
Now, before we deal with the “homogeneous” indecomposable pairs [i.e. 
the series (x), (xi), and (xii)], we wish to derive the forms of the pairs of 
matrices as presented in (i)-(ix) of the theorem. We shall use a geometric 
interpretation of our problem in terms of two real subspaces of a complex 
vector space. Let us underline the basic fact that for each of the dimension 
types listed under (i>-(viii), i.e. for each of the positive roots of the underly- 
ing graph B,, there is, up to an equivalence, precisely one indecomposable 
pair of complex matrices, and that the same holds for the pairs of 2r X2r 
complex matrices which correspond to the indecomposable regular represen- 
tations containing the representation of dimension type (2,0,1>, and which 
are described in (ix). Here, we shall derive only the first type (i) in full 
detail; following this procedure, it is not difficult to verify the calculations 
and forms in the remaining cases. 
Consider a (2~ + I)-dimensional complex space We with a basis {g, 11~ t 
< 2r + 1) as a real space, and illustrate the embedding of two real subspaces 
Ui’ and VA’) as follows: 
Here, the small squares at the bottom of each rectangle should be considered 
as the one-dimensional real subspaces g,R (1~ 1~ 2r + l), and those at the 
top as the one-dimensional real subspaces g,iR (1~ 1 =S 2r + 1). The dots 
and diagonals indicate the elements of a basis of the subspace J&r’ and K&??, 
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respectively: 
Up) = 6 gJR8 zr&l g,iR 
1=1 z=r+z 
One can prove by induction that the 
is indecomposable. The case r = 0 is 
and U&*)= g ( gl + gli)R. 
l=l 
space W, endowed with U$’ and U#’ 
trivial; thus assume that r > 1 and that 
w~=w~cBw; suchthat U(‘)=(U(‘)nW’)~(U(‘)nW”), t=1,2. 
Hence, also the largest complex subspace Z, = U(l) + II(*) of the real sub- 
space generated by the subspaces U(l) and U(*) must satisfy 
But the complex space Z, endowed with the real subspaces (Z n W’), and 
(Z n W”)n is of the same type (i) and thus, by induction, indecomposable. It 
follows that one of the summands, say W’, contains Z. However, then the 
complement W” must be either one-dimensional or two-dimensional, and 
since the elements g,, g, + g,i, gar + g2,+ri, and g2,+ri generate a 
four-dimensional real subspace of W, a simple linear-algebra argument 
yields W’ = W. Rewriting the inclusions of U#) and Uh*) in terms of the 
adjoint maps, we get the canonical form as described in (i) of the theorem. 
A similar approach leads to the canonical forms (ii>-( Consider, in 
each case, the following structures: 
(ii) and (iii), 
(iv), 
9 
0 0 0 . 
,L. H.. .- ..- U..b8 ..,.. .,“. , 
0 0 0 0 
400 
(v) and (vi), 
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(vii) and (viii), 
-obtained, by a change of a basis, from 
(ix>, 
-obtained, by a change of a basis, from 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.oooo*Y 
, 
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The remaining “homogeneous” indecomposable pairs, i.e. those corre- 
sponding to the homogeneous representations of the underlying modulated 
graph, can be recovered, in view of the results of [6, Theorem 5.1 and tables] 
from the homogeneous representations of the modulated graph 
i.e. from the homogeneous Kronecker pairs of real matrices: There is an 
equivalence between the category of these Kronecker pairs and the category 
containing all homogeneous representations, as well as all regular representa- 
tions of dimension type (2r,2r, 2r) containing the representation of dimen- 
sion type (0, 1,O) of the modulated graph 
These representations are, in turn, in one-to-one correspondence Q with all 
homogeneous representations together with all regular representations of 
dimension types (2r, 2 r, 2 r) containing the representation of dimension type 
(0,2,1) of our modulated graph 
the correspondence is given by 
where 77 is the adjoint of the kernel map of $I. In this way, we obtain the 
pairs (x)-(xii) corresponding to the following Kronecker pairs of real matri- 
ces: 
(x) (r X r, r X r) pairs (r = 1,2,. . .) (Jar:, I,), 
(xi) (r X r,r X r> pairs (r = 1,2,. . .) (I,, Jorf), a E R, and 
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(xii> (2r X2r,2r X2r) pairs (r = 1,2,...) 
1 2r, 
0 -p 0 0 0 0 
1 2a 1 0 0 0 
0 -P ‘y 
1 2a 0 0 
1 0 
0 0 0 -P 
0 0 1 2a 
p=a2+b2, (a,b)~RxR, b>o; 
the symbol Jorf denotes the r X r Jordan block corresponding to the 
eigenvalue u. 
4. GENERAL CASE 
In this final section, we wish to return to the earlier problem (P) and 
analyze it completely for p = 2 (pairs of complex matrices). In doing so, we 
restrict our discussion to genuine pairs, i.e. to those with a connected 
underlying graph G. Then, one can verify easily that there are 2 “wild’ 
problems for q = 1, 13 “wild” and 2 “tame” problems for q = 2, and 7 
“wild,” 6 “tame,” and 7 “trivial” problems for q = 3. 
There is no difficulty in listing all 22 wild problems, and thus we refrain 
from doing so. For instance, the two problems for q = 1 correspond to the 
following valued graphs: 
(2,2) - 
G3 
(2,2) and 
We are going to specify all tame nontrivial problems. For two of these 
problems, the specified subset is empty. One of them-the case when q = 2 
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and s(1) = s(2) = 1, e(l)= e(2) = 2-is the classical problem solved by 
Kronecker [ 121: 
The other case-q = 2, s(1) = e(2) = 1, s(2) = e(1) = 2, 
-has a similar solution which is obtained as follows: we may consider its 
representation as representations of the Euclidean graph A,, 
for which the map Wi” + WJ3) is the identity map (or at least invertible). 
The indecomposable representations of A, have been determined by 
Donovan-Freislich and Nazarova; they may be found in [6], and we obtain in 
this way the following list of indecomposable pairs, where K, denotes the 
following r X (r + 1) matrix 
K,= 
0 1 0 
0 1 
0 .O’l I: 
(1) (r X(r + l),(r +1)X r) pairs (r = O,l,. ..) (K,, Kr); 
(2) the corresponding “symmetric” ((r + 1) X r, r X (r + 1)) pairs; 
(3) (r X r,r X r) pairs (r = 1,2,...) (I,, Jorf), c E C, where Jar,” stands 
for the r x r Jordan block corresponding to the eigenvalue c; and 
(4) the corresponding “symmetric” (r X r, r X t-1 pairs. 
The remaining six tame nontrivial ,problems fall into two groups de- 
scribed by the graphs G shown in Table 1; here, the vertices of the specified 
subset Gb are labeled by R, the remaining ones by @ [for example, (al) has 
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TABLE 1 
to be read as follows: G, = {1,2,3), G, = { 1,2}, s(l) = 1, s(2) = 2, e(l) = e(2) 
= 3, and G& = (1,211. 
A solution of the problem (al) is given in the theorem of Section 1, and 
one can see immediately that the problems (a2) and (a3) are closely related: 
All indecomposable representations of (al) with the exception of 
are in one-to-one correspondence with all indecomposable representations of 
(a2), or (a3), with the exception of 
0 
\ / 
0 
/ 
E4 
0 ,orO 
\ \ 
and 0 
R R 
\’ 
0 
respectively. This correspondence is achieved as follows: 
(al) + 612): 
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where fii,: u$) --* W,@,C, is the adjoint of (~a, and 6 is the adjoint of the 
cokemel map /3 : W,@ &a + Cok 6,; and 
(a2) + (a3): 
7 Cok a?,@ &, 
U$‘@ &c 
/ 
ffl 
\ 
- Wc, 
WC 
& ’ 
\ 
upe &C 
a2 
upc3 c w c 
where 6, is the adjoint of or, and 7 the adjoint of the cokemel map 
y:W,@,C, -+Cok&r. 
A similar correspondence exists between the canonical forms of the 
problem (bl) and those of (b2) and (b3). The problem (bl) can be resolved in 
a similar way to the problem (al): We deal this time with the Euclidean 
graph C,, and we refer again to 161 and [131. Here, the “homogeneous” pairs 
correspond to the modules over the algebra @[z,-] of twisted polynomials (cf. 
[71. 
For the formulation of the final result, call two pairs (A,, A,) and 
(A\, A’,) of complex m X m, and m X m2 matrices *-equivalent if there exist 
an invertible real m X m matrix P and invertible complex m, X m, matrices 
Q, (t = 1,2) such that 
PA, = A’,Q, for t=1,2. 
Also, denote by L,, the following 2r x r matrix: 
1 0 
i 0 
1 
L,,= i 
I . 0 *1 0 i 
THEOREM. Every pair (A,,A,) of m x m, complex matrices A, (t = 1,2) 
is *-equivalent to a pair 
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where O,,, O,,, O,,, O,,, O,,, and O,, are zero blocks of size m’X(m, - m;), 
m’x(m, - rni), m’x m;, m’x ml,, (m - m’)x ml, and (m - m’)X m;, re- 
spectively, and the pair (B,, B,) of complex matrices and size (m - m’)~ 
(m, - rn;) and (m - m’)X(m, - mg> is a product of pairs of the following 
types : 
(i> ((2r+l)Xr,(2r+l)Xr) pairs (r=1,2,...) 
’ o..-0 
----- li 11 
L, 
2r 
L 
2r ’ u--~ 
. . . Ii; 
(ii> ((2r+2)Xr,(2r+2)X(r+l)) pairs (r=O,l,...) 
I I[ ----- 0.e. oL 0 1 7 Lz(r+ 1) 
_---- 
(iii) the corresponding “symmetric” ((2r + 2) x (r + l), (2r + 2) X r) 
pairs; 
(iv) ((2r+l)X(r+1),(2r+l)X(r+l))pairs(r=O,l,...) 
(1 
’ I 
2 I 0 . . . 0 
--r---------- 
01 
. 1 
. I L 2r 
0; 
I 0 
L 
2r 
’ : 
1 . >I----------L-l 10 ; 1 Lo .*. 01 1 
(v) (ZrXr,2rX(r+l)) pairs (r=1,2,...) 
l 
L 2r7 
\ 
. I a I 0 *-+o; 0 
--I- ----r-- 
01 I 0 
: I L2(,_, I : 
2; ____s__ 
0 I 0. e.01 1 I 
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(vi) the corresponding “symm&-ic” (2 r x (r + l), 2 r x r) pairs; 
(vii) (2rXr,2rXr) pairs (f-=1,2,...) 
/ 
LZr, 
\ 
.. I 
2 I 0.. *o 
--r----- 
01 
. I 
. ’ LZ(r-1, 
;,I 
__L_____ 
.o I 0..*o 
(viii) ((2r+l)Xr,(2r+l)X(r+l)) pairs (f-=0,1,...) 
:[ 
L 2r 
-----_ 
o.**o Ii 
i ;o*.*o 
--r----- 
01 
: ; L,,. 
oj 
407 
(ix) the corresponding “symmetric” ((2r + 1) X (r + l), (2r + 1) X r) pairs; 
(x) (2r X r,2r X t-1 pairs (r = 1,2,...) 
[note that fw a = 0, the pair is “symmetric” to that of (vii)]; 
(xi) (4r X2r,4r X2r) pairs (r = 1,2,...) 
I! 
C* E 
L, 
408 
where 
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fm c = a + ib E C with b > 0, or b = 0 and a < 0. 
All the nonnegative integers m’, m;, and rng, as well as the above pairs of 
matrices which appear in a decomposition of a given pair, are determined (up 
to their order) uniquely; thus, in particular, all the above pairs are indecom- 
posable. 
As far as the seven trivial problems (for q = 3) are concerned, they 
belong to two groups reflecting the fact that the underlying Dynkin graph is 
either B, or A,. Within each of these groups, the problems are closely 
related by means of kemel/cokemel constructions. One of these groups 
contain the problem reflecting Staudt’s chains whose solution is presented in 
Section 1 in terms of canonical pair (M, N). Keeping this notation, we can 
verify easily that (M, N”), (Mt*, N!‘), and CM”‘, N) are canonical forms for 
the remaining three problems in that group whose underlying graphs are 
respectively. The other group consists of problems whose underlying graphs 
are 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
In this case, canonical forms can be presented as follows: In (11, every pair of 
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matrices is equivalent to a ((nl + n2 + n3 + n,)X(n, + n2 + n,>,(n, + n, + 
n3 + n,> X(n, + n3 + n,)) pair 
Ii. 
in (2) to (K, I,~), and in (3) to (Kt’, Lt’). 
In conclusion, we wish to make the following two remarks. First, there 
are other interesting problems involving pairs (or p-tuples, in general) of 
complex matrices with suitable equivalence relations. The following problem 
may serve as an example: 
Consider (m X mr,2m, X ml pairs of complex matrices (A,, A,), and 
define (A i, A,) N (A;, A;) if there is an invertible m, X m, real matrix R, an 
invertible m X m complex matrix P, and an invertible 2m, X 2 m2 formally 
quatemionic matrix Q such that 
PA,=A;R and QA,=A’,P. 
Here, a 2r x 2s matrix is called formally quatemionic if each block in its 
natural partition into 2 X 2 blocks has the form 
with a, ~EC, 
where C denotes the complex conjugate of c E 43 (cf. [9]>. One may readily 
recognize that the canonical forms of such pairs exist and that they describe 
the chains V, c V, c W, of finite-dimensional real, complex, and quatemion 
vector spaces (cf. [8, 41). 
Finally, one can formulate these problems quite generally for three 
division algebras G, E F with [F : G,] = 2, t = 1,2. A great part of the results 
on pairs of matrices over F with suitable equivalence relations remains intact 
under this generalization. However, the “homogeneous” pairs reflect proper- 
ties of F and G, which may lead to very serious obstacles in explicit 
presentations of the canonical forms of the pairs; in particular, the structure 
of the biomodules o, Fc, and F % F is a significant ingredient in the theory 
(cf. [41, 1131, DOI, and [21X 
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